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1.  INTRODUCTION

Dust aerosol direct radiative effects are thought to

have a significant impact on West African regional

climate and are likely to play a role in modulating

seasonal precipitation over the Sahel region. Recent

modeling studies suggest significant climatic effects

of dust interacting with West African monsoon (WAM)

dynamics from event to seasonal and climate scales

(Miller et al. 2004a, Tompkins et al. 2005, Paeth &

Feichter 2006, Yoshioka et al. 2007, Konare et al.

2008, Lau et al. 2009, Mallet et al. 2009, Perlwitz &

Miller 2010, Stanelle et al. 2010, Lavaysse et al. 2011,

Zhao et al. 2011). On the observational side, Klüser

& Holzer-Popp (2010), analyzing different satellite

observations, similarly concurred on a significant

impact of dust on cloudiness and precipitation over

Sahel. All these studies outline the complex interac-

tion between dust emission, transport, optical and

hygroscopic properties, convective and land surface

processes in shaping the regional climate response to

dust. Consequently, the climatic signals obtained are

subject to various sources of uncertainties, possibly

leading to contrasting conclusions e.g. with regards

to knowing if dust enhances or decreases annual pre-

cipitation in the Sahel region (Miller & Tegen 1998,

Yoshioka et al. 2007, Lau et al. 2009).

As far as climate modeling is concerned, dust

effects have been studied mostly with general circu-

lation models (GCMs), which show that dust is able

to induce circulation anomalies of large geographical

extent over the Atlantic Ocean (e.g. Lau et al. 2009).
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Fewer studies have used regional climate models

(RCMs), which offer the advantages of an enhanced

resolution for dust emission and transport processes,

land surface gradients and weather system, but with

the caveat of not capturing the full picture of dust

induced anomalies. As an illustration, Sud et al.

(2009) carried out a set of GCM numerical experi-

ments in which they criticized any RCM approach to

study aerosol climatic feedbacks because of forced

boundary conditions.

In this context, we propose a study in which we are

using the RegCM regional climate model to investi-

gate the effect of dust on WAM and Sahelian precip-

itation. Extending the previous study of Solmon et al.

(2008), we focus more specifically on the impact of

different modeling conditions on the dust-induced

climatic signal over the WAM domain. Among differ-

ent factors, we selected those that seemed a priori the

more sensitive, namely the geographical extension of

the simulation domain, the possibility of dust feed-

back on sea surface temperature (SST), the land sur-

face scheme and the convection scheme, as well as

the dust optical properties. Through these sensitivity

experiments, our final goal is to assess the robustness

of the simulated induced climatic signal over Sahel

and discuss sensitive factors.

In Section 2 and 3, we briefly introduce the RCM,

the experimental setup used for this study, and we

evaluate the quality of RegCM simulation over the

domain. In Section 4, we discuss the simulated dust

climatic signal over the WAM domain and the mech-

anisms involved. Section 5 is devoted to the investi-

gation of the influence of the different modeling con-

ditions on the dust climatic signal, while Section 6

discusses the significance of our results.

2.  DESIGN OF THE EXPERIMENT

Our study is based on the regional modeling system

RegCM extensively described by Pal et al. (2007) and

Giorgi et al. (2012, this Special). The RegCM has been

used for a number of years in a wide variety of appli-

cations (e.g. Giorgi & Mearns 1999, Giorgi et al. 2006).

Of particular importance in this work, land surface

processes can be simulated using the bio sphere–

atmosphere transfer scheme (BATS) scheme (Dickin-

son et al. 1993) or the CLM3.5 scheme (Steiner et

al. 2009). The model also includes several cumulus

 convection parameterizations and notably the Grell

(1993) and Emanuel (Emanuel & Zivkovic-Rothman

1999) schemes used in this study. All other model

physics parameterizations are from the default version

of the model (Pal et al. 2007, Giorgi et al. 2012).

Finally, the interactive dust aerosol emission and

transport scheme used in this work is described by

Zakey et al. (2006) and has been used in various stud-

ies (Konare et al. 2008, Solmon et al. 2008, Cavazos et

al. 2009, Malavelle et al. 2011). The model uses 4 dust

bins (diameters: 0.1−1, 1−2.5, 2.5−5, 5−20 µm) that are

coupled to the radiative transfer scheme both in the

shortwave (SW) and long wave (LW) part of the spec-

trum (Solmon et al. 2008). In the standard configura-

tion, extinction cross sections for each bin respectively

are 2.45, 0.85, 0.38, and 0.17 m2 g−1, single scattering

albedos of 0.95, 0.89, 0.80 and 0.70, and asymmetry

parameters equal to 0.71, 0.76, 0.81, and 0.87. How-

ever, single scattering albedos were modified in the

specific experiment as described later (see Table 1).

The regional climatic impact of dust was assessed

through a suit of numerical experiments for which

1 control simulation without dust and 1 simulation us-

ing interactive dust were performed. For each experi-

ment, we then defined different simulation conditions

in reference to a standard experiment (Table 1). The

standard experiment corresponds to model physics

options that have been used in the past to study both

regional climate and dust effect over West Africa (i.e.

Afiesimama et al. 2006, Solmon et al. 2008, Sylla et al.

2010). For each experiment, the dust climatic anom-

alies were defined as the difference between the dust

(DUST) and control (CTL) simulations for a variable

of interest (e.g. precipitation). As shown in Table 1

and developed in Section 5, we successively studied

the impact of domain extension, SST cooling induced

by dust, convection scheme, land surface scheme and

dust absorption properties. All the experiments used

NCEP reanalysis (NNRP2) as boundary condition

forcing for years 1996 to 2006. Sea surface tempera-

tures are normally prescribed as boundary conditions,

and we used weekly NOAA OI-SST products (Rey -

nolds et al. 2002). However, SST were perturbed in

one of the experiments (cf. Table 1 and later discus-

sion). We focus our discussion on the West African

rainy season (June− August, JJA). The model horizon-

tal resolution is 60 km.

3.  SIMULATED AEROSOL OPTICAL DEPTH AND

PRECIPITATION

3.1.  Average dust aerosol optical depths

Fig. 1 compares the standard (STD) simulated dust

aerosol optical depth (AOD) for the RegCM visible

band with MISR satellite measurements at 500 nm
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and a combination of MODIS Deep Blue over the

continent and AQUA over ocean. These products

have been chosen because they use retrieval algo-

rithms that are able to quantify AOD over bright sur-

faces (Martonchik et al. 2004, Hsu et al. 2006), which

is particularly important in the case of the Sahara

desert. We focus here on a 4 yr average for JJA dur-

ing 2003 to 2006. The average dust AOD results

mainly from a succession of dust storm events of vari-

able intensity and most often associated with African

easterly waves (Jones et al. 2003). Although the

online dust model is capable of simulating single

episodes (Todd et al. 2008), it is beyond the scope of

this study to discuss in detail any particular event,

and we will focus more on the average quantities.

The MISR data show large AOD values, in excess

of 0.4 (500 nm), over large portions of the Sahara

(Fig. 1b). Two maxima can be identified: a primary

maximum extending over the central regions of Mali

and Mauritania, and a secondary one located

between Niger and the Bodele depression in Chad.

On MODIS Deep Blue, we noted that the Bodele

region shows a larger AOD relative to the Mali/

 Mauri tania region. AOD values are also slightly

larger for MISR over the Sudan source region. Gen-

erally, the model shows consistency in reproducing

the main emission areas, but tends to overestimate

by ~10 to 15% the west Saharan source compared to

observations. The model agreement is somewhat bet-

ter when compared to MISR data, notably in the

Mali/ Mauri tania region as well as the Sudanese part

of the domain. Over the Altlantic, the dust outflow is

reasonably well simulated despite a 10 to 15% over-

estimation directly linked to west Saharan source

over estimation. Recent tests performed with Reg -

CM4 and using experimental results of Sow et al.

(2009) have shown that a possible source of overesti-

mation might be linked to the simulated dust emis-

sion distribution, which could overestimate the fine

dust fraction as also suggested by Kok (2011). This

misrepresentation could also be responsible for

smoother simulated AOD gradients linked to a larger

proportion of small particles over the domain. Other

sources of error could also be linked to simulated dry

and wet deposition processes as well as variability of

dust optical properties. These last remarks should be

balanced by possible errors of satellite retrievals as

 illustrated by the variability between observations in

Fig. 1. Finally, the possible contribution of biomass-

burning aerosol transported from southern Africa

(Tummon et al. 2010), which is visible on the satellite

AOD, is not accounted for in the present experiment.

3.2.  Average precipitation

First, we briefly discuss here the ability of RegCM

to simulate the average West African climate and, in

particular, precipitation over West Africa and the

Sahel. Many studies have been focusing on this do -

main, outlining strengths and weaknesses of RegCM

over this region (e.g. Sylla et al. 2010, Giorgi et al.
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Experiment type and acronym Simulation Important physics options

Standard: STD Control simulation: STD-CTL BATS surface scheme
Dust activated: STD-DUST Grell convection

Extended domain impact: EXT Control simulation: EXT-CTL BATS surface scheme
Dust activated: EXT-DUST Grell convection

Aerosol SST feedback: SST Control simulation: same as EXT-CTL BATS surface scheme
Grell convection

Dust activated: SST-DUST Dust impact on SST (cf. Section 5.2)

Convection scheme impact: CONV Control simulation: CONV-CTL BATS surface scheme
Dust activated: CONV-DUST Emanuel convection

Land-surface scheme impact: CLM Control simulation: CLM-CTL CLM3.5 surface scheme
Dust activated: CLM-DUST Grell convection

Dust more absorbing: ABS Control simulation: STD-CTL BATS surface scheme
Grell convection

Dust activated: ABS-DUST DUST SSA −5%

Dust more diffusive: DIF Control simulation: STD-CTL BATS surface scheme
Grell convection

Dust activated: DIF-DUST DUST SSA +5%

Table 1. Summary of the different numerical experiments. Simulations performed during 1996−2006, with forcing NNR P2, at

a 60 km resolution. CTL: control, BATS: biosphere–atmosphere transfer scheme, SST: sea surface temperature, SSA: single 

scattering albedo
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Fig. 1. (a) Simulated, (b) MISR, and  (c) MODIS composite aerosol optical depth (AOD; unitless) for Jun−Aug (JJA) 2003−2006.

Deep Blue product is used over land, and standard AQUA product is used over ocean
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Fig. 2. (a) NCEP 2 reanalysis of mean circulation at 900 hPa for Jun−Aug (JJA) 1996−2006 (NNRP2 forcing). (b) Simulated

mean circulation at 900 hPa for JJA 1996−2006 (standard control simulation: STD-CTL). (c) Observed precipitation (TRMM

3B42) for JJA 1998−2006 (d) STD-CTL simulated mean precipitation (RegCM) for JJA 1998−2006. Dashed box: West African

monsoon region of interest. Model precipitation bias calculated from TRMM observation for JJA 1998−2006 with (e) STD-

CTL simulation, (f) EXT-CTL simulation (note bias has been interpolated to a similar grid as STD experiment for comparison), 

(g) CONV-CTL simulation and (h) CLM-CTL simulation. See Table 1 for experiment acronyms
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2012). Fig. 2b displays the STD-CTL mean circula-

tion over the domain. For comparison we also plotted

the NCEP2 reanalysis for the same period in Fig. 2a.

Essential features of the West African monsoon mean

circulation are consistently captured by the model,

with southerly circulations dominating up to ~15 to

17°N, and northerly circulation characterizing the

Harmattan flux to the north. Regional features like

the Saharan heat low and the typical low level west-

erly jet ~15° N were also captured. Compared to

NCEP2 reanalysis, however, we note that simulated

monsoon flow is slightly overestimated over Sahel.

More details on RegCM’s ability to reproduce the

WAM mean climate can be found in Sylla et al. (2010)

and Konare et al. (2008).

Fig. 2c displays the simulated precipitation bias

calculated from the tropical rainfall measuring mis-

sion (TRMM) 3B-42 observed precipitation product

(Huffman et al. 2007) averaged for JJA during 1998

to 2006. Note that this period is actually shorter than

the full simulation integration and model results

were selected according to observed years. Large

negative precipitation biases were obtained over the

Gulf of Guinea and the Cameroon/ Nigeria coastal

regions of which precipitation are classically difficult

to simulate. Over the ocean, the model clearly under-

estimates precipitation linked to the Intertropical

Convergence Zone (ITCZ), which could be partly

attributed to Grell convection scheme deficiencies

when compared to other schemes, e.g. Emanuel con-

vective scheme (cf. Section 5 in the present study,

Giorgi et al. 2012). Over the WAM domain and in par-

ticular the Sahelian region, however, the model aver-

aged precipitation is quite realistic with biases rang-

ing from 5 to 15% (see also Taylor diagram in Fig. 9).

Over the northern Sahel (~15 to 18° N), the model

actually underestimates precipitation compared to

TRMM, which is already a very dry region. This fea-

ture is also observed in Giorgi et al. (2012) although

they used different physics parameterization and

boundary forcing. In the present study, our standard

model configuration control simulation shows im -

proved results over the Sahel and the WAM domain

compared to previous studies using RegCM3 (Afiesi-

mama et al. 2006, Konare et al. 2008), which were

systematically overestimating the strength of the

monsoon and precipitation intensities. The use of a

more realistic desert albedo used as part of the BATS

surface scheme over this region is one of the main

factors for this improvement in the recent version of

the model. Steiner et al. (2009) also showed drastic

improvement using CLM3.5 versus BATS land sur-

face scheme partly attributable to the use of refined

surface parameters. In line with this last remark, we

report in Fig. 2f the precipitation bias using the CLM-

CTL run in comparison to STD-CTL. Differences

between the 2 schemes are minor in our case; region-

ally we note a reduction of precipitation overestima-

tion over Sudan as well as a slight drying over Sahe-

lian regions when CLM3.5 is used. The influence of

domain extension (experiment EXT) in terms of spa-

tial correlation coefficient and RMSE is also minor

with values quite close to the STD experiment (Figs.

2d & 9). However, the bias pattern for the EXT-CTL is

slightly positive when it tends to be negative in the

STD experiment (Fig. 2c,f), which by definition is not

reflected by the RMSE. As expected, the choice of

the convection scheme appears to be a much more

sensitive issue (Figs. 2e & 9). Precipitation in the

Sahel region is strongly overestimated when the

Emanuel convection scheme is activated, leading to a

large RMSE; however, the spatial correlation coeffi-

cient is quite good. Note that for sub-regions of the

domain, like the ocean and equatorial forest, the

Emanuel scheme performs better than Grell when

compared to TRMM data. This behavior of the

RegCM/Emanuel convection configuration over the

region has been pointed out in different studies (Pal

et al. 2007, Sylla et al. 2010). However, despite this

large bias, we  decided to keep this simulation since

we wanted to assess in fine detail the relative impact

of dust radiative effects when the convection scheme

differs: The CONV experiment provides hence a con-

text where convection triggering and amplitude is

more intense compared to the STD experiments.

4.  DUST INDUCED CIRCULATION AND

 PRECIPITATION ANOMALIES

In this section, we investigate the effect of dust

aerosol on mean regional dynamics and precipitation

over the West African domain by comparing the CTL

and DUST standard case simulations. As shown in

Fig. 3b, the main effect of dust radiative forcing is a

reduction of simulated precipitation over the Sahel

region, especially between 5 and 15° N. The decrease

of precipitation is associated with a circulation

 anomaly opposed to the normal monsoon circulation,

meaning a monsoon weakening in this case, and a

mean sea level pressure increase over land (Fig. 3a).

Over the ocean, the picture is quite different and

results will be discussed in more detail in Section 5.

Over the Sahelian region and the WAM domain, sim-

ilar circulation anomaly patterns have been obtained
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by Zhao et al. (2011) using WRF-chem regional inte-

gration. To further understand the simulated average

dust effects in the continental WAM region, we

examined meridional cross sections of dust induced

anomalies of diabatic heating rates associated with

vertical turbulence (Fig. 4a), radiation (Fig. 4b) and

convection processes (Fig. 4c) as well as the corre-

sponding meridional precipitation anomalies (Fig. 4d).

These diagnostic quantities have been obtained by

taking the difference of STD-DUST and STD-CTL

simulated heating rates zonally averaged between

and 15° W and 15° E for JJA of 1996 to 2006. The

large dust extinction of downward SW radiation

induces a surface cooling anomaly and a reduction of

surface sensible and latent heat fluxes. This cooling

anomaly affects the lower troposphere, heat turbu-

lent transfer being reduced in the DUST case (Fig. 4a).

The meridional  distribution of the cooling anomaly is

shaped first by dust AOD, with stronger downward

SW extinction for larger AOD (over Sahara) but also

by the surface albedo, with a negative surface radia-

tive forcing being larger over darker Sahelian vege-

tated surfaces compared to the brighter desert (Liao

& Seinfeld 1998, Miller et al. 2004). On average, the

turbulent cooling anomaly tends to be maximally

~15° N in our simulations and its vertical extension

depends on the intensity of the turbulent transfer.

Note that in the thermal (i.e. LW) part of the spec-

trum, dust induces a relative warming at the surface

(positive surface LW radiative forcing), especially

during the night time. However, in our  simulations,

surface cooling SW effects are on average dominant

and offset LW effects (data not shown).

Since dust particles are not purely scattering, they

also induce a SW radiative diabatic warming in the at-

mosphere via radiation absorption processes (Liao &

103

Fig. 3. (a) Sea level pressure (SLP) and circulation at 850 hPa anomaly for the standard experiment. Anomaly = STD-DUST –

STD-CTL. (b) Precipitation anomaly for the standard (STD) experiment. Both panels: Jun−Aug (JJA) 1996−2006
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Seinfeld 1998). Fig. 4b represents the meridional cross

section of the simulated vertical radiative heating rate

anomaly, which primarily depends on the dust con-

centration distribution and absortion optical proper-

ties. Consequently, the maximum heating anom aly is

obtained in the lower atmospheric layer in the vicinity

of the mean Saharan sources (~0.8 K d−1 between 15

and 20° N). This warming anomaly ex tends to the

middle troposphere and also southward to ~5° S

above the mean monsoon layer. This type of stratifica-

tion has been pointed out in recent modeling and ex-

perimental studies (Osborne et al. 2008,

Stanelle et al. 2010). Note also that

smaller contributions induced by cli-

matic feedbacks notably on water vapor

and cloud fields can contribute secon-

darily to the SW radiative heating

anomaly, which could  explain the nega-

tive values seen in Fig. 4.

Turning our attention to convection

that basically reacts in function of the

forcings discussed above, we can see 2

kinds of patterns emerging from con-

vective heating rate anomalies (Fig. 4c).

Up to ~15° N, we obtain a vertical di -

pole structure showing a cooling anom-

aly in the middle/upper troposphere.

This indicates a more shallow convec-

tion, less heat being released by con-

vective processes in the upper atmo -

spheric levels. Convective inhibition is

linked here to the combined effect of

lower tropospheric cooling (Fig. 4a) and

elevated radiative warming in the dust

layer (Fig. 4b), leading to more stable

conditions on average. The inhibition of

Sahelian convection is also re lated to

the decrease of the monsoon pump

intensity and circulation and pressure

anomaly shown in Fig. 3.

However, north of 15° N, we observe

that this pattern reverses and, although

the signal is weaker, a slight enhance-

ment of convective activity is obtained

(Fig. 4c). This enhancement is due to

improved warming occurring lower in

the atmosphere as one gets closer to the

dust source and secondarily to a rela-

tive decrease of dust surface cooling

efficiency as one moves towards higher

soil albedos. These conditions lead to a

more favorable environment for con-

vection triggering (Miller et al. 2004).

However, this effect is rather limited since environ-

mental conditions are becoming dryer and on aver-

age less convective >15° N compared to further

south. Similar responses have also been outlined at

the scale of specific dust events (Stanelle et al. 2010)

and are analogous to effects described in Miller et al.

(2004) and Lau et al. (2009).

In Fig. 4d, the zonal precipitation anomaly matches

the convective heating rates anomaly perfectly, with

dust inducing drying over the Sahel and West Africa

and a slight precipitation enhancement above 15° N.

Fig. 4. Meridional cross section of heating rates and precipitation anomalies

 calculated from the standard (STD, DUST-CTL) experiment for Jun−Aug

(JJA) 1996−2006 and spatially averaged for 15°W− 15° E (see box in Fig. 2d).

(a) Turbulent mixing, (b) convective, and (c) radiative heating rate anomalies. 

(d) Corresponding precipitation anomaly (DUST–NODUST)
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Turning our attention to the seasonal variability of

simulated precipitation, Fig. 5 displays individual

patterns related to the dust effect on African easterly

systems showing both precipitation decreases and

sometimes increases in the STD-DUST simulation

compared to STD-CTL. In this specific example,

cases of increased precipitation seem to occur later in

the season as in August when the northward pene-

tration of the monsoon front, and associated low pres-

sure system track, is maximum and closer to dust

sources, where dust diabatic heating is larger. This

situation could then offer a context where convective

triggering by dust can be more effective. However,

this latter argument would need a deeper analysis.

5.  ROBUSTNESS OF THE  SIMULATED DUST

INDUCED  SIGNAL

5.1.  Effect of simulation domain

Studying the effect of any perturbation with a

regional climate model poses a priori a theoretical

problem because  dynamical feedbacks and anom-

alies induced by a perturbation (whether it is dust or

landuse change experiments, for example) cannot

freely develop beyond boundaries. As discussed by

Sud et al. (2009) and Lau et al. (2009), Saharan dust

can induce large dynamic anomalies over the tropi-

cal Atlantic, which can then feedback on the West

African monsoon through, for example, a modifica-

tion of on-shore moisture fluxes. To test the potential

impact of domain boundaries on the dust climatic

response over Sahel, we performed a simulation on

an extended  region (EXT experiment) depicted in

Fig. 6a,b. This experiment does not account for

 possible teleconnection through eastern, northern

and southern boundaries as a GCM would allow

(Rodwell & Jung 2008) but constitutes a first order

sensitivity test.

Turning our attention to dynamical responses, the

most striking feature when comparing Fig. 6a and

Fig. 4a is the extension of a large cyclonic anomaly

over the Atlantic Ocean that is barely visible in the

standard experiment due the model boundary. The

cyclonic anomaly is associated with a rising motion

induced by dust diabatic heating and positive con-

vection feedback (data not shown), as well as a

105

Fig. 5. Time−longitude diagram of precipitation for Jun−Aug (JJA) 2006, averaged for 10−22°N region for the (a) standard con-

trol (STD-CTL) and (b) standard dust (STD-DUST) simulation. Yellow circles: decreased precipitation by dust. Red circles: in

creased precipitations. Day 1 = 1 June. Area above 15° W = ocean
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northward shift of the ITCZ precipitation band and

an increase of precipitation over the ocean. Over

the ocean, this pattern is consistent with the discus-

sion of Wilcox et al. (2010) and similar anomalies

have also been obtained by Lau et al. (2009). How-

ever, contrary to Lau et al. (2009), we find a sharp

reversal of this pattern as we go from ocean to con-

tinent, where the pressure anomaly becomes posi-

tive and is associated with diverging and anticy-

clonic patterns indicating a decrease in monsoon

intensity as discussed for the STD experiment. Con-

sistently, the EXT precipitation anomaly ob tained

over the Sahel shows a pattern relatively similar to

the STD experiment with a dominant drying effect

over West Africa and the Sahel (Fig. 6b). We note

that both the positive and negative rainfall anom-

alies reach the same magnitude, and the drying pat-

tern tends to extend a bit more southward in the

case of the EXT experiment (see Fig. 8a,b). Overall,

despite the fact that dust induces a significant

model response extending far over the

tropical Atlantic, this response does not seem to

have drastic feedback on the rainfall anomaly over

the Sahelian region. The interpretation of these

results is that the dominant effect of dust direct and

semi-direct radiative perturbation is primarily occur-

ring through the modification of regional convection

over the Sahel and ensuing impact on WAM dy -

namics as discussed in Section 4. Long range feed-

backs resulting from remote environment modifica-

tions, e.g. moisture flux modification associated with

the cyclonic anomaly over the ocean, may contribute

to the signal but appears to be secondary for Sahe-

lian regions.

Fig. 6. DUST-sea level pressure (SLP) and 850 hPa circulation (vectors) anomalies in the (a) extended domain experiment,

(EXT) and (c) SST experiment, and their respective (b, d) precipitation anomalies. All data for Jun−Aug (JJA) 1996−2006
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5.2.  Impact of dust-induced SST cooling

In line with the above discussion, one of the poten-

tial limitations of the regional model is the fact that

SSTs are prescribed in the STD experiment and do not

feedback to dust radiative extinction. This basically

creates an energetic imbalance at the ocean. Diabatic

warming effects are not compensated by an expected

decrease of SSTs and cooling of the marine boundary

layer due to dust, and ensuing circulation and positive

precipitation feedback discussed in  Section 4 might

be thus overestimated (Miller et al. 2004b). Calculat-

ing the impact of dust on SSTs can be achieved using

a regional climate−ocean coupled model that was not

available at the time of this study despite recent de-

velopments (Ratnam et al. 2009, Artale et al. 2010).

Alternatively we conducted here a simple first order

experiment in which we decreased the SST as a func-

tion of AOD (0.8K per unit dust AOD) to mimic the ef-

fect of downward SW reduction due to dust. This

value was chosen as a reasonable value when com-

pared with other studies using a slab ocean model and

observations (Martínez Avellaneda et al. 2010). When

averaged, the obtained mean JJA SST anomaly

ranges between 0 and 0.65K and shows the same gra-

dient as dust AOD. We emphasize the fact that no en-

ergy balance is performed to constrain the evaporation

flux beneath the dust layer with this method. Other

caveats of this method are in the fact that SSTs are in-

stantaneously reduced when high AOD events occur,

whereas in reality, ocean dy namics and thermal iner-

tia induce regional modulations and slower responses

of SSTs to surface radiative forcing. For the SST ex-

periment, we also used the extended simulation do-

main, which maximizes the oceanic area impacted by

dust. The SST experiment should thus more appropri-

ately be compared with the EXT experiment rather

than STD in this case.

Fig. 6c,d display the circulation and precipitation

anomaly obtained in the SST case and we can

observe that over the ocean, a reduction of precipita-

tion is now obtained, which is essentially opposite to

the EXT experiment response. Despite the simplicity

of the approach, this result is in-line with Yue et al.

(2011) who obtained a similar response using a GCM

coupled to a slab ocean model. In terms of circulation

anomalies, it is worth noting that we still obtain a

slight cyclonic anomaly that could be a priori counter

intuitive. Dust diabatic warming still results in a

slight enhancement of mean ascending motion in the

lower troposphere, but on the other hand, the reduc-

tion in latent heat flux induced by the drop in SSTs

could significantly reduce available moisture for deep

convection events controlling precipitation. How -

ever, over the Sahelian region we observe that the

inclusion of interactive SSTs did not significantly

change the nature of the precipitation anomaly com-

pared the EXT control simulation (Fig. 6b,d). In this

experiment, the modification of evaporation over the

ocean matters less than regional and continental

mechanism for determining the precipitation response

over Sahel. The mean drying effect obtained in the

SST experiment is perhaps less pronounced than in

the EXT experiment, which could be due to the fact

that the dust surface cooling differential between

land and ocean is less contrasted in the SST case

compared to the EXT case. In addition, the SST case

simulation is by definition drier since the input of

moisture via surface evaporation is reduced due to

the decreased SSTs.

5.3.  Effect of land surface scheme

The surface scheme is thought to be of great im -

portance for simulations of West African climate

(Zheng & Eltahir 1998). Surface parameterizations

can directly affect dust emissions through soil prop-

erties (soil texture, humidity, roughness) and indi-

rectly via climatic feedback on surface wind. Dust

radiative forcing also greatly depends on the soil

albedo (Tegen & Lacis 1996, Liao & Seinfeld 1998). In

the CLM experiment, we test the impact of using the

CLM3.5 land surface parameterization instead of

BATS in the STD experiment (Table 1). However,

there are only limited differences in terms of dust

emission, since the dust emission scheme is based on

high resolution texture maps independent from the

choice of BATS or CLM3.5. The only dif ferences in

emissions arise essentially via climatic feedback on

surface wind speed and soil humidity. As discussed

in Section 3.2, the mean climatology is also relatively

similar between the 2 model con figurations. How-

ever, turning our attention to top-of-atmosphere

(TOA) radiative forcing fields, the CLM experiment

shows more extended and larger positive TOA forc-

ing over the desert, meaning in this case more of

a warming effect in the vicinity of dust sources

(Fig. 7a,c). These differences are primarily due to dif-

ferences in surface albedo fields that are higher in

the sandy desert emission region in the CLM3.5 case,

and to a lesser extent slightly higher simulated dust

load in source regions (e.g. Bodele region, data not

shown). If we now analyze the precipitation anom-

alies (Fig. 7b,d), we can see that a similar pattern is

obtained in the CLM experiment but with a south-
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ward shift (by ~3 to 4°) compared to the STD experi-

ment. This shift is also clearly visible on the merid-

ional cross sections (Fig. 8a,d), and we also note that

the drying effect/precipitation enhance ment effect

are also slightly weaker/larger in the CLM case. This

pattern is consistent with the relative enhancement

of positive TOA forcing in the Sahara/ northern Sahel

region, which means in this case a relative increase

of diabatic warming versus surface cooling with en -

suing effects on convection as discussed in Section 4.

5.4.  Effect of convective scheme

As seen in Section 3.2, convection is an essential

process in the precipitation response to dust radiative

forcing. For the present section, we performed an

experiment in which we used the Emanuel scheme

instead of the standard Grell scheme. As discussed in

Section 3.2, the Emanuel scheme is generally more

intense over the region in terms of convective trig-

gering and precipitation intensity. Fig. 7e represents
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Fig. 7. (a) Top-of-atmosphere (TOA) dust aerosol forcing in

the standard STD-DUST simulation and (b) its precipitation

anomaly (already shown in Fig. 3). (c) TOA dust aerosol

forcing in the control CLM-DUST simulation and its (d) pre-

cipitation anomaly. (e) Precipitation anomaly in the CONV 

experiment. All data for Jun−Aug (JJA) 1996−2006
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the preci pitation anomaly obtained in the CONV ex -

periment. Over the Sahelian domain, the response is

much noisier than in the standard case (Fig. 7b) per-

haps due to a larger sensitivity of the convective

regime when using the Emanuel scheme, which

enhances stochasticity in the response. However,

over most of the continental domain and especially

Sahelian regions in Fig. 7e, a reduction of precipi -

tation is the dominant signal. On the meridional

cross section (Fig. 8e), this signal is perhaps less evi-

dent due to the fact that the 15° W–15° E longitudinal

average includes coastal locations ~10–15° N, which

 actually shows a large convection and precipitation

enhancement induced both by the sensitivity of the
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Fig. 8. Meridional cross sections (15° W−15° E average) of mean precipitation dust induced anomalies for Jun−Aug (JJA) 

1996−2006 and for each experiment (a−g) as defined in Table 1
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Emanuel scheme and the fact that only diabatic

warming plays a role as discussed in Section 5.2. The

absolute change of precipitation might seem of big-

ger amplitude in the CONV experiment, but since

the rainfall is larger, the relative change is not sig -

nificantly different compared to STD experiment

(Table 2), at least for continental regions. Overall, the

choice of con vection scheme is certainly an important

factor that can modulate simulated dust induced pre-

cipitation anomalies. Nevertheless, in our case, the

continental drying still appears to be a robust pat-

tern. Over the ocean, the significant precipitation

enhancement is also a consistent pattern compared

to the standard experiment but cannot be qualified as

robust as shown by the SST experiment. 

5.5.  Effect of dust absorption optical properties

We complete the sensitivity studies by examining

the possible effect of dust absorption properties on

the precipitation anomaly. Since this topic has been

specifically developed in Solmon et al. (2008), we just

briefly discuss the results obtained here. Fig. 8 repre-

sents the meridional cross section obtained when

varying the dust single scattering albedo (SSA) by

±5%, which is equivalent to consider more absorbing

versus more diffusive dust aerosols. This range of

variation is representative of the variability of pub-

lished SSA values, which exhibit natural variability

linked to dust mineral composition, size distribution

or possible coating processes during transport. Com-

pared to the standard simulation, more absorbing

dust induces a relative enhancement of diabatic

warming, which results in a relative enhancement of

the northern precipitation increase signal and a rela-

tive decrease of the dust drying effects, with overall a

southward shift of the STD pattern. The response is

very similar to the CLM experiment since ‘darken-

ing’ the aerosol or ‘brightening’ the surface have sim-

ilar effects from the radiative forcing point of view

(see also Miller et al. 2004). At the other end of the

spectrum, increasing the SSA up to obtaining an

almost purely scattering dust inhibits the positive

convection response and increases the drying effect,

since in this case the aerosol diabatic warming

becomes very small in comparison to the SW extinc-

tion at the surface (Solmon et al. 2008, Lau et al.

2009). Overall, given the range of variation we con-

sidered here, the SSA appears to be a very sensitive

parameter when compared to the other experiments

of this study.

6.  SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Fig. 8 summarizes the dust precipitation anomalies

obtained for the different experiments, and Table 2

shows the corresponding relative change in precipi-

tation for the Sahelian and northern Sahel bands.

Over the WAM domain, the anomalies obtained

show a similar dipole pattern that thus appears to be

robust with regards to different modeling conditions.

Only in the convection experiment is this pattern

 perhaps less obvious, but we point out the noisier

response indicating that a longer integration is prob-

ably necessary, as well as the lesser quality of the

control simulation in this case. Overall the general

simulated patterns are consistent with other studies

that conclude a northward shift in the precipitation

belt induced by aerosols (Miller et al. 2004, Perl-

witz & Miller 2010). Quantitatively, the drying effect

appears to be more important over the WAM domain,

but in terms of relative precipitation, precipitation

changes are still significant (Table 2). However, look-

ing in particular at the Sahelian region (Fig. 8), we

see that the conditions of the simulations are impor-

tant and that the limit between positive and negative

precipitation feedback can vary significantly accord-

ing to land surface conditions and dust optical prop-

erties. The very northern Sahel is also the region

where the relative impact of dust is maximum

(Table 2), which from an impact perspective is impor-

tant here since precipitation is scarce. Dynamic

downscaling climate models focusing on this sensi-

tive region should definitely account for dust aerosol

as an important factor, together with land use condi-

tions. In Fig. 9’s Taylor  diagram we can appreciate

the impact of dust compared to control simulations

and observations as well as the modulations brought
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Experiment Precipitation Precipitation 

anomaly (%) anomaly (%) 

(~10−17° N) (~15−17.5° N)

STD −6.8 −7.5

EXT −3.2 +3

SST −3.3 −1.6

CONV +3.7 +25.6

CLM −1.3 −9

ABS −0.9 +27.4

DIF −11.40 −49.1

Table 2. Average impact of dust aerosol in the different

 experiments for the Sahel and northern Sahel region.

 Precipitation differences have been averaged between

15° W and 15° E. See Table 1 for experiment acronyms
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by different modeling conditions. To characterize

the observation variability, we also plotted statistics

 relative to the University of Delaware (UDEL) pre -

cipitation data set (Legates & Willmott 1990). We can-

not conclude whether or not there is a clear improve-

ment in the dust versus control simulations compared

to TRMM observations here. It should be noted in

this regard that discrepancies between different sim-

ulation results and TRMM observations (as measured

by the distance between simulations and TRMM on

the diagram) almost compare with differences be -

tween TRMM and the UDEL alternative precipitation

data. This implies that measurement of the impact of

dust on the quality of the RegCM precipitation simu-

lation depends on the observational data set chosen

as a reference. Nevertheless, we can see in Fig. 9 that

the relative impact of dust, measured by the distance

between DUST and respective CTL simulations, is of

the same magnitude as the impact of using a differ-

ent land surface scheme as measured by the distance

between the STD-CTL and STD-CLM simulations.

This, however, does not hold for convection, dust

impact being of less importance when compared to

the variability introduced by the choice of the con-

vection scheme.

However, the relatively limited impact of dust on

average precipitation (<10% over the Sahelian box)

should be balanced by several remarks. First, the

results might also be resolution-dependant with

 possible higher impacts as the meso-scale system

becomes better resolved (Mallet et al. 2009). The

Sahelian vegetation is highly variable and seasonal
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Fig. 9. Taylor diagram showing simulated Jun−Aug (JJA) 1998−2006 precipitation spatial correlation coefficient, root mean

square deviation and SD calculated with regards to TRMM observations. The University of Delaware (UDEL) precipitation data

set is plotted for comparison with TRMM. Statistics are calculated over the Sahel box (15°W−15° E, 10−17° N) and represent 

simulations performed in the different experiments, including dust (-DUST) or not (-CTL) (cf. Table 1)
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dust sources linked to drying conditions or land cover

practice are not accounted for. Dust aerosols have

been shown to be important in terms of the precipita-

tion diurnal cycle (Zhao et al. 2011), and they can

also have a longer term influence on decadal climate

variability via tropical Atlantic SST modifications

(Evan et al. 2009). Finally, the present study does not

account for microphysical effects of dust, which are

proved to be important for ice phase nucleation, pos-

sibly impacting convective systems over the Sahel

(Crumeyrolle et al. 2008, Tulet et al. 2010) and is also

thought to have potential importance in terms of

warm microphysics and cloud condensation nuclei

(Kumar et al. 2011). We are presently conducting

developments aimed at improving emission size dis-

tribution as well as dust interactions with gas-phase

compounds and other types of aerosols, which is

 necessary to better represent particle chemical aging

and hygroscopic properties.
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